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Electrospray ionization, combined with two-dimensional ion mobility spectrometry and mass
spectrometry, is used to produce, select, and activate distributions of elongated ions, [M �
11H]11� to [M � 13H]13�, of ubiquitin. The analysis makes it possible to examine state-to-state
transitions for structural types, and transition diagrams associated with the efficiencies of
structural changes are presented. The �11 and �12 charge states can form four resolvable
states while only one state is formed for [M � 13H]13�. Some conformations, which appear to
belong to the same family based on mobility analysis of different charge states, undergo
similar transitions, others do not. Activation of ions that exist in low-abundance conforma-
tions, having mobilities that fall in between sharp peaks associated with higher abundances
species, shows that the low-abundance forms undergo efficient (�90 to 100%) conversion into
states associated with well-defined peaks. This efficiency is significantly higher than the �10
to 60% efficiency of transitions of structures associated with well-defined peaks. The formation
of sharp features from a range of low-intensity species with different cross sections indicates
that large regions of conformation space must be unfavorable or inaccessible in the gas phase.
These results are compared with several previous IMS measurements of this system as well as
information about gas-phase structure provided by other techniques. (J Am Soc Mass
Spectrom 2007, 18, 322–331) © 2007 American Society for Mass Spectrometry

Since the invention of soft ionization sources [1] for
mass spectrometry (MS), a number of different
methods have been devised to probe the struc-

tures of macromolecules in the absence of solvent.
Studies of solvent-free proteins and peptides are impor-
tant because of both fundamental and practical consid-
erations. In the absence of solvation shells (or with
minimal solvent), it is possible to extract kinetic and
thermodynamic benchmarks about the formation of
specific types of folds and tease out the influence of
solvent-molecule and intramolecular factors in estab-
lishing conformation [2–11]. From a practical stand-
point, a basic understanding of gas-phase macromolec-
ular conformation is important because it is largely
independent of the ion mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio.
Therefore, assessing the conformations of gas-phase
ions provides a means of complementing structural
information obtained from MS measurements [12–20].
A number of groups have worked to combine ion

mobility spectrometry (IMS) andMSwith the aim of using
differences in ion mobility to separate components of a
mixture that would not be resolved by MS alone [21, 22].
Themobility of amacromolecular ion through a buffer gas
depends on its charge and shape (average collision cross
section with the buffer gas, �). Recently, we have ex-

tended a hybrid IMS/MS instrument to include additional
IMS dimensions leading to IMS-IMS/MS and IMS-IMS-
IMS/MS instrument designs [23–26]. One reason for de-
veloping these instruments is that it is possible to separate
a distribution of initial conformations produced by an ion
source, select a structural ion type (based on its mobility),
and then activate the selected ions to induce transitions
before characterizing the ions by separation through an-
other drift region. By changing the structures of the ions,
it is possible to resolve features that otherwise have
identical mobilities [23, 26]. Another motivation for devel-
oping this approach is that it makes it possible to examine
state-to-state transitions. It is important to stress that it is
currently unknownwhether or not transitions observed in
the gas phase are similar to transitions in solution. As
shown below, the IMS-IMS approach makes it possible to
select and follow transitions from many more starting
points than can be done with techniques that are used to
study structural changes in solution. The present paper
demonstrates the ability to examine transition pathways
in some detail; we do not attempt to relate these pathways
to what is known in solution.
As one develops new IMS techniques (as well as

other methods) it is important to revisit model systems,
where some fundamental understanding of the nature
of the system exists. In the present paper, we focus on
the�11 to�13 charge states of ubiquitin ions produced
by standard ESI conditions. Ubiquitin is a small, 76
amino acid protein that, under most ESI source condi-
tions, favors the �5 to �13 charge states [27–32]. The
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gas-phase structures of different charge states of ubiq-
uitin have been investigated extensively, by a range of
different methods including energy loss measurements
[33,©34],©isotopic©exchange©and©proton©transfer©reaction
measurements[27–29,©35–40],©and©ion©trapping©and©ion
mobility©measurements©[41,©42].©There©are©several©re-
ports of the high-charge states (�11 to �13), and
evidence for multiple conformations of elongated struc-
tures exists. This evidence comes from several isotopic
exchange©studies©[36–39]©as©well©as©field©asymmetric
(FA)IMS©measurements©[40,©43,©44].©In©previous©work,
we©[31,©32]©(and©others©[33,©45,©46]©did©not©resolve
multiple structures for high-charge state ubiquitin ions,
presumably because of the limited resolving power of
early instruments.
In related work in which multiple conformations

were resolved by IMS, we examined how [M � 6H]6�,
[M � 7H]7�, and [M � 8H]8� evolve when ions are
stored for varying times in a Paul geometry ion trap
(over©10©ms©to©30©s©[42]©and©attempted©to©correlate©the
results©to©isotopic©exchange©distributions©[37].©The©trap
work provides insight about how conformations evolve
from initial states produced from the ESI droplet into
structures that can exist for extended periods in the
mass spectrometer. Although these are important
benchmarks©(only©available©for©ubiquitin©[42]©and©cyto-
chrome©c[47]),©the©experimental©setup©is©limited©by©the
low-resolution drift tube that was employed as well as
difficulties in characterizing ion temperature in the trap
[48].©The©former©limitation©led©to©our©focus©on©transi-
tions involving the [M � 7H]7� and [M � 8H]8� that
initially existed as compact and partially-folded forms
and, after some time, evolved to elongated states. At the
molecular level, the driving force for these transitions is
the©reduction©of©repulsive©Coulombic©interactions©[15,
33,©49,©50].©The©initial©and©final©structures©are©so
different in shape that the transitions can be resolved,
even with a low-resolution drift tube. This type of
transition occurs for only a few charge states (interme-
diate states in which the attractive folding forces are

nearly balanced by the repulsive interactions). Gener-
ally, high-charge states are not observed as compact
structures; to date there has been no reports of struc-
tural transitions involving elongated families of confor-
mations in high-charge states.

Experimental

General

Figure©1©shows©a©schematic©of©the©drift©tube©mass
spectrometer used for these studies. Detailed descrip-
tions©are©published©elsewhere©[23];©only©an©overview©of
the instrument and experiment are presented here.
Briefly, the instrument consists of a main drift tube that
comprises three drift regions (D1 through D3), four ion
funnels (F1 to F4), four ion gates (G1 to G3), and four
ion activation regions (IA1 to IA4) as labeled in the
figure. The instrument can be operated in a number of
modes. For example, nested tD(tF) datasets can be
recorded by operating all drift regions and the (F2 to F4)
funnels in transmission mode as described previously
[23].©Or,©it©is©possible©to©select©ions©of©specified©mobil-
ities at G2 or G3 as well as activate ions in the activation
regions, as described in more detail below.

Ion Funnels and Drift Regions

Key to these experiments is the development of an inte-
grated ion funnel/drift tube design. The funnel design is
similar©to©one©developed©by©Smith©and©coworkers©[22]©and
the integrated funnel/drift tube instrument is similar
conceptually©to©an©instrument©built©in©Bowers’©group©[46].
The F1 funnel is located at the entrance to the drift tube
and functions to improve ion transmission and provides a
means of accumulating the continuous ESI beam for
pulsed experiments. The funnels (F2 and F3) are used to
focus diffuse ion clouds back onto the axis of the drift
tube; effectively this configuration makes high transmis-
sion,©long©drift©tube©designs©possible©[22,©23].©Addition-

Figure 1. Schematic of IMS-IMS-IMS/MS instrument. A combination of ion gates (G1-G3), ion
funnels (F1-F4), and ion activation regions (IA1-IA4) are incorporated into the drift tube assembly. For
more detail on ion selection and activation, refer to text.
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ally, the funnels provide a natural boundary for each of
the three drift regions. The entire assembly [D(total)] is
�289 cm long, where D1 is �94 cm, D2 is �100 cm, and
D3 is�95 cm. The drift regions are operated at 9.0 V·cm�1.
The axial fields of the funnels are: 17.0 V·cm�1 (F1); 11.0
V·cm·1 (F2 and F3); and 18.0 V·cm�1 (F4). Four RF gener-
ators built in-house provide voltage to the ion funnels: F1
is operated at 60 Vp-p (450 kHz); F2 and F3 are operated at
100 Vp-p (480 kHz); and F4 is operated at 70 Vp-p (450 kHz).
The entire assembly is operated at �3.15 torr helium.

Ion Gating

Ions can be gated at several locations in the instrument as
shown©in©Figure©1.©The©first©gate©(normally©used©to©initiate
ion mobility measurements) is located at the exit of F1.
Accumulated ions are released every�55 ms by lowering
a repulsive field (for 100 �s) thus transmitting ions
through G1. G2 is located at the entrance to F2, and serves
to gate ions of a particular mobility into D2 in addition to
initiating the second dimension of drift separation. The
third gate is not utilized in the experiments presented
here. The voltage applied to G2 is independent of the rest
of the drift voltages and can be used to gate ions or set to
maintain 11.0 V·cm�1 in F2 (normal transmission). For
mobility selection, the repulsive voltage is lowered to the
transmission voltage for 100 �s. The trap and release
system is controlled by a pulse delay generator (model
DG535, Stanford Research Systems, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA),
and occurs at a defined time tdelay after the initial drift
pulse. The time that ions spend in each region can be
determined empirically by gating the ion beam at each ion
gate; under non-ion activation conditions (transmission/
selection), the total measured drift times are consistent
with calculated values based on lengths and fields of each
region.Much of the data shown belowutilize a selection at
G2. This is done by using a selection time tdelay of�34% of
the total measured drift time. For product ions (or new
conformations) produced upon activation of a mobility-
selected distribution, ion drift times are also corrected for
the time of the selected ions to travel through F2 before
activation.

Ion Activation

Ions are activated at IA2, a region that is made up of the
last lens of F2 and the first lens of D2. The last lens of F2
has no RF field component, and the first lens of D2 has
a grid across it to prevent RF penetration into D2. The
voltages defined for IA2 refer to the voltage drop
between these two electrodes. If no voltage is specified,
the field through IA2 is 11 V·cm�1, the same as the dc
component associated with the F2 region.

Ion Formation

A stock solution, containing ubiquitin (bovine, Sigma,
90% purity) was diluted to a 2.3� 10�5 M concentration
in a 49:49:2 (% volume) solution of water:acetonitrile:

acetic acid. Ions were produced by sending the solution
through a pulled capillary tip (75 �m i.d. � 360 �m
o.d.), at a flow rate of 0.25 �L·min�1, controlled by a
syringe pump (KD Scientific, Holliston, MA). The
pulled capillary was held at a DC bias 2.2 kV above the
drift voltage. A PEEK microtee was used to couple the
capillary tip, the syringe, and a platinum electrode.

Cross Section Distributions

In the present study it is useful to convert drift time
distributions directly into cross section distributions.
This©is©accomplished©using©the©relation©[51]
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where td, E, and L are the drift time, electric field, and drift
length, respectively, for the region of interest; T and P are
the temperature and pressure of the buffer gas, respec-
tively; ze is the ion’s charge; kb is Boltzmann’s constant; mI

and mB are masses of the ion and buffer gas, respectively;
and N is the neutral number density. Because the current
drift tube is somewhat more complicated than earlier
designs, we start each series of experiments by recording
the drift time associated with the D1 region. This region is
designed to have a very uniform field (and the pressure
and length are known). Effectively, the defined delay time
associated with the ion gate allows only a narrow range of
ions (with definedmobilities or cross sections) to pass into
the remaining portions of the instrument. Thus, under
nonactivating conditions, there is always an internal check
of the measured cross sections through the remaining
portion of the instrument. Thus, cross sections measure-
ments are highly accurate and precise. Comparison of a
cross section measurement with this system with a value
measured by another well characterized instrument usu-
ally shows agreement to within 2% (relative uncertainty)
[23].©The©precision©of©these©measurements©is©even©better
with any two measurements (taken over a period of
several months) agreeing to within 1%. The primary
source of uncertainty associated with day to daymeasure-
ments is associated with the buffer gas temperature along
the drift tube axis, which probably changes with variation
in the room temperature.

Results and Discussion

General Description of Cross Section Distributions
for Ubiquitin Charge States

Figure©2©shows©the©cross©section©distributions©that©are
obtained upon IMS separation of the �5 to �13 charge
states ubiquitin. These data are displayed on a scale that
indicate regions associated with our previous defini-
tions of compact, partially-folded, and elongated states
[31].©The©small©peak©(shaded©in©gray)©observed©for©the
distribution labeled as �5 actually corresponds to a
small population of [2M � 10H]10� ions (and is not
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discussed more here). Essentially, all of the main fea-
tures that are observed are consistent with our previous
reports©for©this©system©[31,©32,©42,©52].©Distributions©for
the �5 to �7 charge states are dominated by compact
ions; the�8 charge state displays a peak in the compact
region at 1063 Å2, a broad distribution of partially-
folded ions (in a distribution that shows two features)
as well as two small peaks at 1670 and 1695 Å2

(elongated states). Similarly the distribution for the�9
charge state displays a range of partially-folded ions
that extends into the region defined as elongated, and
a single sharp peak at 1733 Å2 (corresponding to
elongated ions). The distributions for the �10 to �13
charge states show that these ions have elongated
conformations.
Although, we consider these results to be typical for

this system, there are some subtle differences with
previous©IMS©distributions©[41,©42]©that©probably©arise
from differences in source configurations, storage time,
and higher resolution. These subtle differences, how-
ever, do not influence our results in the studies reported
here. Some of these differences are consistent with
reports by others. For example, the �10 to �12 charge
states show evidence for multiple stable elongated
forms (not reported by us previously, but consistent
with©H/D©exchange©results©[36,©37,©40]©as©well©as©FAIMS
studies©[40,©43–45].©The©distribution©for©[M©�©10H]10�

shows a broad unresolved structure (from �1490 to
�1780 Å2; although this distribution is broad, there are
two reproducible features with maxima at �1590 and
�1660 Å2. Additionally, several sharp peaks are ob-
served for even larger cross section ions. Two (at �1790
and 1850 Å2) are reproducible; the region between these
peaks varies substantially between measurements.
The distribution for [M � 11H]11� shows a similar

(although lower-abundance) population of unresolved
ions; additionally there are two sharp peaks at 1879 and
1953 Å2. The ratios of these peaks are similar to the
ratios observed for the similar reproducible sharp peaks
in the [M � 10H]10� distribution. The [M � 12H]12�

distribution is dominated by a narrow peak at 1998 Å2.
Several smaller, well-defined peaks at 1767, 1845, and
2072 Å2 are also observed. A close examination of the
region between these peaks shows that there is a small
(non-zero) baseline, associated with a population of
structures between peaks. We note this because in this
way the �12 charge state also displays evidence for a
broad unresolved feature (similar to [M � 10H]10� and
[M � 11H]11�). The distribution for [M � 13H]13� is
dominated by a single sharp peak at 2115 Å2, this cross
section is very similar to the value we calculated and
reported previously for a near-linear structure �(linear)
�©2140©Å2©[31].©We©note©that©there©is©also©a©small
shoulder, associated with the lower cross section ions.
It is worthwhile to consider the origin of broad

features. One might anticipate that as solvent is re-
moved from a protein, there may be conditions under
which some elements of structure are preserved into the
gas-phase©[2,©3];©however,©upon©activation©in©the©ab-
sence of solvent one might expect that many similar
structures may exist and there may be few favored
states (if any). A pronounced example of where this
may be the case can be observed from the distribution
for the�8 charge state. In this case, where the repulsive
Coulombic and attractive folding interactions are
closely balanced, the distribution is dominated by
broad distributions of unresolved features that span a

Figure 2. Cross section distributions for the �5 to �13 charge
states of electrosprayed ubiquitin ions. Regions corresponding to
compact, partially-folded, and elongated conformations are indi-
cated. The [2M � 10H]10� (filled gray) for the �5 charge state is
identified from a small family of dimers observed in the tD(tF)
distribution. Low intensity features of the �11 to �13 charge
states are shown magnified (dotted lines). Distributions are ob-
tained by taking slices from a tD(tF) dataset.
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large cross section range; there is ion signal across the
entire �1050 to 1700 Å2 range. As the charge state
increases, the broad unresolved feature shifts to higher
cross sections (consistent with the increase in repulsive
forces) and decreases in abundance.

Selection and Activation of Ions

Figure©3©shows©distributions©of©[M©�©11H]11�©ions©that
are obtained upon selection of specific mobility regions
(at G2) and activation at two activation voltages (80 and
100 V) at IA2. Several aspects of these data are note-
worthy. The first involves the distributions associated
with the selected ions with no activation. For example,
selection of the largest peak (� � 1879 Å2) leads to a
distribution that is dominated by a single narrow peak
(also having � � 1880 Å2). On the other hand, selection
of ions at � � 1819 Å2 leads to a distribution in which
the main peak has shifted slightly (to a value of � �
1810 Å2; additionally, shoulders corresponding to
slightly larger and smaller cross section ions are ob-

served. In the former case (� � 1879 Å2), apparently a
relatively stable ion was selected; in the latter case,
apparently even without activation we observe the
onset of structural transitions (i.e., the distribution that
was selected was relatively unstable). From this, we
characterize ions present in the initial distribution as
stable [�(selected) � 1613, 1760, 1879, and 1958 Å2. All
other selected regions (centered away from these stable
regions) show evidence of structural transitions (with
no activation). Of the four stable ions, only two (� �
1879 and 1953 Å2) appear as resolved peaks in the IMS
distribution; and these peaks are not baseline resolved.
A second notable aspect of these data involves the

products that are produced upon activation. That is, the
�11 charge state appears to primarily favor the same
product ions. For example, activation of �(selected) �
1613 Å2 leads to peaks at � � 1620 and 1949 Å2. Several
other examples include: �(selected) � 1670 Å2 leads to
� � 1628, 1770, 1876, and 1949 Å2; and �(selected) �
1819 Å2 leads to � � 1783, 1876, and 1952 Å2. Other
selections,©some©shown©in©Figure©3,©lead©to©these
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Figure 3. Cross section distributions for the �11 charge state of ubiquitin obtained upon selection
and activation of specific mobility regions at G2 and IA2, respectively. Four stable conformations
(labeled A–D) are observed within the initial distribution of ions produced by ESI (top). Mobility-
selected ion distributions (with no activation) indicate the presence of stable and unstable ion
populations (left). Activation of these ions with 80 V (middle) and 100 V (right) produces a new
distribution that is unique to the selected ions. Distributions are labeled according to the cross section
that was selected (indicated by the arrow in the distribution), and dashed lines delineate the regions
corresponding to the compact, partially-folded, and elongated conformations. Distributions are
obtained by taking slices from tD(tF) data sets. See text for discussion.
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products. Overall, apparently there are primarily four
different conformations identified through selection
and activation of different regions within the IMS
distribution, which we have labeled A through D in
Figure©3.©Although©four©resolved©structures©are©more
than we reported previously (and more than has been
reported in some other studies), this value is consistent
with a measurement of the�11 charge state of ubiquitin
obtained©using©FAIMS©[43].
Finally, we note that the product distribution de-

pends strongly upon the initial selection. Although
peak©C©dominates©the©IMS©distribution©(Figure©2),©it©is
not formed significantly from �(selected) � 1613 or
1760 Å2 precursors. It is, however, observed upon
activation of all of the other �(selected) regions that are
shown.
Figure©4©shows©an©analogous©analysis©(to©be©read

three times quickly) of the �12 charge state. The three
primary conclusions that were drawn from the data in
Figure©3©are©also©apparent©in©these©distributions:©(1)
selected ions can be identified as stable or unstable; (2)
activation of any selected region leads to a limited
number of favored products (also four primary prod-
ucts, as in the �11 charge state analysis); and (3) the
final distribution of products is dependent upon the

initial selected state. In corroboration of the first con-
clusion, two examples of selections involving stable
distributions of states are �(selected) � 1828 and 1991;
examples of selected distributions that show evidence
for spontaneous conversion to new states include �(se-
lected) � 1795 and 2024 Å2. Similar to the �11 charge
state apparently there are primarily four different prod-
uct states that are produced by the range of different
selections (also labeled A through D). Finally, examina-
tion of the distribution obtained upon activation of the
�(selected)� 1763 Å2 leads to formation of primarily B,
but not C, even though this peak dominates the IMS
distribution©shown©in©Figure©2.
Figure©5©shows©the©same©analysis©for©the©�13©charge

state©distribution.©In©contrast©to©the©data©in©Figures©3
and©4©for©the©�11©and©�12©charge©states,©respectively,
the distributions for the �13 charge state show that
although a range of different structures can be selected
[away from the primary peak (� � 2115 Å2) and
including regions at higher cross section where there
appears to be no ion signal] upon activation only a
single peak is favored. We note that the observed
transitions of the low abundance ions to the primary
peak position indicate that these ions are not chemical
noise. The observation of a single peak for the �13
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Figure 4. Cross section distributions for the �12 charge state of ubiquitin obtained upon selection at
G2 (left) and activation at IA2 with 80 V (middle) and 100 V (right). Four stable conformations (labeled
A–D) are observed within the initial distribution of ions produced by ESI (top). Details of the figure
are©the©same©as©those©in©Figure©3.©See©text©for©discussion.
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charge©state©is©consistent©with©a©number©of©other
measurements,©including©the©FAIMS©analysis©[40,©43,
45].©We©do©not©show©data©for©the©�10©charge©state;
however,©the©results©for©these©ions©are©similar©to©the©�11
and©�12©charge©states.

Transition Diagrams for Elongated States
of Ubiquitin

Figure©6©shows©a©summary©of©the©data©presented©in
Figures©3©to©5©as©transition©diagrams.©These©diagrams
show©the©relative©efficiencies©associated©with©the©struc-
tural©changes©of©both©stable©and©unstable©ions©identified
above.©We©begin©our©analysis©by©examining©the©transi-
tions©of©stable©ions©(conformations©labeled©A©through©D
in©Figures©3©and©4).©For©the©�11©charge©state,©conformer
A©produces©C©and©D©with©relatively©low©efficiencies©of
13©and©29%,©respectively.©A©does©not©produce©B.©Con-
former©B©produces©C©and©D,©also©inefficiently©(7©and
19%,©respectively),©but©B©also©does©not©produce©A.
Conformer©C©will©only©produce©D©with©low©efficiency
(6%),©and©D©will©only©produce©C©(15%).©The©amount©of
conformer©A,©B,©C,©and©D©remaining©post©activation
provides©insight©about©the©relative©stabilities©of©these
conformations.©For©example,©conformer©C©is©the©pre-

ferred©conformation©with©94%©remaining©post-activa-
tion,©whereas©only©58%©of©conformer©A,©with©the©lowest
cross©section,©remains©post©activation.©Overall,©the©low
efficiency©of©these©transitions©suggests©that©these©ion
populations©(conformers)©represent©the©favorable©con-
formations©sampled©both©from©the©electrospray©process
and©through©activation.
A©different©relationship©of©conformers©A©and©B©are

observed©for©the©�12©charge©state.©Conformer©A
produces©B©with©36%©efficiency©and©to©a©lesser©extent
conformers©C©and©D©(2©and©10%,©respectively).©Con-
former©B©produces©A©with©22%©efficiency©and©a
smaller©amount©of©C©and©D©(5©and©6%,©respectively).
Similar©to©the©�11©charge©state,©conformer©C©and©D
only©produce©each©other©(8©and©18%,©respectively).
Low©efficiency©transitions©are©also©observed©for©these
conformers.
Based©on©the©rough©correlation©that©exists©between

mobility©and©charge©state,©likely©the©dominant©peak©in
the©[M©�©13H]13�©IMS©distribution©(Figure©2)©is©related
to©conformers©C©or©D©of©the©�11©and©�12©charge©states.
This©conformer©does©not©produce©any©other©peaks
upon©activation;©it©appears©to©be©the©only©accessible
state©observed©over©the©precursor©range©that©could©be
studied.
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Regions of unstable ions (regions not defined as A
through©D)©are©also©characterized©in©Figure©6.©First,
consider the [M � 11H]11�. Selection and activation of
ions between conformers A and B produce conformers
A, B, C, and D, a highly efficient transition in which
only 7% of the selected ions remain. Ions between
conformers B and C as well as between C and D are
100% efficient at producing B, C, and D and C and D,
respectively. Surprisingly, if ions are selected at lower
mobility than D where there are no peaks (but there
exists a very small continuous baseline signal), 87% of
these ions produce D and 13% produce C. Similarly,
ions at higher mobility than conformer A produce
conformer A with 100% efficiency. Overall, the transi-
tion efficiency of ions between conformers does not
favor any single transition.
For [M � 12H]12�, transition trends are similar (to

[M � 11H]11�); however some differences are appar-
ent (i.e., specific conformers are formed more favor-
ably than others). This difference is not completely
unexpected based on the different structural transi-
tions observed for conformer A and B; however, the
ion population between C and D shows different
efficiencies in the �11 and �12 charge states even
though conformer C and D show similar efficiencies.
This difference could arise due to slight variations in
structure associated with each charge state. Ions
selected at higher or lower mobility than conformer D
of the �13 charge state form conformer D with 100%
efficiency.

Summary and Conclusions

Structural transitions of elongated ubiquitin ions
(formed by ESI) are examined using IMS-IMS/MS
instrumentation. Within the �11 and�12 charge states,
we observe four resolvable peaks associated with dif-
ferent conformations; for the �13, we observe a single
resolved peak. The results show that some regions
within IMS distributions are stable; others are not. That
is, upon selection of a stable ion population, a single
narrow peak is observed with the peak maximum at the
location of the selection; unstable ions are identified
from peaks that shift and broaden—an indication of
structural transitions. The timescales of the transitions
that are observed vary, from those that must occur
rapidly relative to the timescale of the measurement,
i.e., 50 �s (e.g., timescales associated with changes
upon activation of some selected ions), to those that are
much slower (e.g., on the �20 to 25 ms timescale of the
measurement such as is observed for unstable states
without activation). The observation of both stable and
unstable ion populations within IMS distributions may
be related to remnants of structures that were accessible
in solution.
In the gas phase, one might expect that many differ-

ent conformations should be accessible upon activation
(since the factors that govern folding evolved in solu-
tion); thus, one might expect that some selected states
should lose structure in a random way when activated
and, upon cooling, it seems reasonable that many
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different structures could be stabilized. We expect that
this type of process would lead to broad IMS distribu-
tions, with few resolved peaks. We are surprised to find
no evidence for this behavior in any region of the
selected ions. In all of the selected regions that we
examine for these high charge states, activation leads to
relatively sharp peaks, indicating that all of the selected
species appear to be capable of spontaneously finding
(either with or without activation) highly favored struc-
tures (and that these structures exist over narrow re-
gions of the available cross section space).
Taken together, these results require that there are a

few specific conformations that are not only favored in
the gas phase but are also accessible to a specific range
of selected precursors. That is, the distribution of fa-
vored final states depends upon the conformation type
that is selected. Transitions between states appear to be
pathway dependent. To understand these processes, we
developed several simple diagrams that illustrate how
populations of selected regions evolve to new states
upon©activation©(Figure©6).©These©transition©diagrams
indicate that the low mobility conformers (C and D) of
the �11 and �12 show very similar transitions and
efficiencies, whereas the high mobility conformers (A
and B) show different behavior for the �11 and �12
charge states. These results may indicate that although
the cross section distributions between charge states
suggest that these states are similar, this may not be the
case (since the transitions between states appear to be
relatively different). This type of difference can be
resolved in a multidimensional measurement, but is
missed in measurements where only one physical or
chemical©property©is©characterized©[40].©This©has©rami-
fications about how conformer types are grouped. It is
common to group conformations within charge states
into families on the basis of their collision cross sections.
If this were the only measure in which to relate gas-
phase conformers, then conformer A from [M �
11H]11� would be grouped into a family with con-
former A from [M � 12H]12� and likewise for conform-
ers B through D. However, these results indicate that
there are clear differences in the state-to-state transi-
tions of conformers A and B in both charge states. The
present results agree with a conclusion by Williams and
coworkers from combined FAIMS/isotopic exchange
studies, “grouping conformers into families based on a
single physical property may over-simplify the com-
plexity©of©these©gas-phase©conformers”©[40].©We©note
that it should be possible to incorporate isotopic ex-
change into IMS-IMS/MS measurements (allowing re-
activity differences to be used for resolution of structure
and pathway).
It is interesting to consider the future prospects of

this technique to study and compare the transitions of
gas-phase conformations to folding in solution. An
advantage of the present approach compared to those
in solution is that structural transitions of many differ-
ent states can be studied directly (i.e., independently of
the ensemble of conformations). Folding studies in

solution are highly limited in this respect. With the
exception of a few recent and high-profile studies
[53–58],©folding©of©individual©states©has©not©been©possi-
ble except in silico. In the present system, it remains
unknown whether or not structures and transition
pathways observed in the gas phase are related to those
in solution; in future work, we will examine a system
with well-characterized transitions in solution.
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